Abstract-Existing e-learning systems suffer seriously from the problems of scalability, maintainability, manageability, which can be overcome by merging elearning with the cloud environment. Cloud technologies can satisfy the need of efficient e-learning system, resource management, user management and security for maintaining the secret information. Efficient delivery of the learning content can be done using Learning Content Management System. It is an environment where multiple users can create, accumulate, reuse, administer and deliver learning content from a central object repository. Learning Content Management System contains only the content description. So metadata for that content created which acts as an index for the learning content and holds details regarding author, location, format etc., Metadata is data about the data which is used for efficient searching.
I. INTRODUCTION
The common use of Technology in education is internet Web based learning. As more and more organization adopt e-Learning the problem of managing e-Learning content has become a tedious issue. To make this e-Learning efficient we are going for content management. An LCMS (Learning Content Management System) is aimed at managing learning content which is typically stored in a database. An LCMS can also ease content reusability; supports content development, manage learners, track their progress and ease collaboration. The computing power, storage, platform, services are delivered to the customers, on-demand from the cloud via Internet. LCMS is an application intended to create, manage and distribute the learning content ondemand to the user. LCMS include content creation, publishing, content management function, presentation, communication & collaboration function and standard compliant. LCMS efficiency can be improved by the representation of learning content through metadata that contains descriptive information about the resource for easy retrieving and reusability. Content is accumulated in a database warehouse. The Content which is stored in warehouse can be represented as XML or is stored as XML. Content can be tagged for advanced search ability (both at the media and the topic level). LCMS is efficient in searching all the objects which are stored in the repository. Content is reusable across courses, curriculum, or across the entire enterprise. The components of LCMS are Learning Object Repository (LOR), computerized authoring function, Dynamic Delivery Interface, managerial application. A slight twist to the LMS adds Content Management to it. LCMS helps to build, reuse, position, deliver, manage, and improve learning content.
Metadata is used to structure, annotate data so that it can be reused, accessed, transformed etc., Example: the author, preferences, style, location, file size. Teachers will provide the metadata for the learning content they created. Accessing of entire table for finding the data is more complex. When the file has to be accessed, the location of file needs to be known in order to retrieve the file quick. To find the location of file, indexing can be used for better performance in searching a required file. The location of the files is managed by the indexes which help in accessing the file quicker from a large collection of files. Metadata is represented through XML which creates a easier way to read and exchange information in various formats for different users
A. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing provides a suitable access to virtualized information centre over the Internet at diverse levels PaaS, IaaS and SaaS. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) providers offer the service to run complete virtual infrastructures (VIs) with many connected virtual machines. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provider proposed a pre-configured environment for application developers, including web server packages as well as cloud-libraries. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is used for providing scientific applications. Service providers in this field have to either run their own data centre or to outsource the applications to a third party provider. The resources are utilized optimally without violating the Service Level Agreement (SLA) made with the customers. Cloud computing enables convenient, on demand access to shared resources in a network (example: servers, storage, applications and services).
B. Layers of Cloud Computing

Hardware Infrastructure Layer
This layer is associated with computing power, virtualization and storage. Virtualization is one of the key concepts to improve CPU utilization. Since the multiple One of the goals of using the cloud is access to a functioning storage space system in a reliable and efficient manner. Today's storage systems have these capabilities. Organization providing Cloud Computing services provide smart backup capabilities, allocating it to different clients along with data protection and security [1] . The requirement of storage systems and security is needed for many of the companies to maintain confidential information.
Platform Layer
The Platform layer consists of three components: the operating system, the application development environment and the database. In PaaS the internet is used as a computing platform by the user. Due to the growth in technology, it is possible to use a computer even without Operating System. The OS is accessible from the cloud. The application development environment includes .Net technology from Microsoft or Sandbox by Google.
Application Layer
The Application layer is dedicated to the applications such as customer relationship management (CRM) like Salesforce and project management software, like Clarizen. The various applications of cloud is growing exponentially. This layer consists of applications like Gmail and Facebook which are some of the applications of cloud. It is also called as software as a service (SaaS) where software application services are obtained from Internet.
II. METADATA MANAGEMENT
Metadata is used to structure, interpret data so that it can be accessed, transformed used again etc., Example: the author, preferences, style, location, file size. Teachers will provide the metadata for the learning content they created. Accessing of entire table for finding the data is more complex. When the file has to be accessed, the location of file needs to be known in order to retrieve the file quick. To find the location of file, indexing can be used for better performance in searching a required file. The location of the files is managed by the indexes which help in accessing the file quicker from a large collection of files.
LCMS's efficiency is improved by the representation of learning content through metadata that contains descriptive information about the resource for easy retrieving and reusability [13] . Learning content created through eXe authoring tool is SCORM complaint. Metadata is used to structure, annotate data so that it can be reused, accessed, transformed etc. For example, the author, preferences, style, location, files size. Teachers will provide the metadata for the learning content what they created. Accessing of entire storage for finding the data is more complex. When the file has to be accessed, the location of file needs to be known in order to retrieve the file. To find the location of file, indexing can be used for better performance in searching a required file. The location of the files is managed by the indexes in the form of metadata which help in accessing the file quicker from a large collection of files. For efficient searching of learning content requested by student, metadata is also represented through individual tree for each subject with the root node as subject.
Consider the Fig.1 which shows searching in an efficient way. Here 1 represents C, 2 represent C++ and 3 represents Java programming language. Function concept is available in C, C++ and Java. A pointer is available in C and C++. Interface is available in Java only. When we search for any of these concepts, it will be searched only in that particular tree. Subject Tree T1 is constructed and represented in the form of XML file. Under each subject node, chapter node is added and under chapter node topic node is added [27] . Indexing of each node is done which is shown in Fig.2 For example if Subject id is ‗1',then the first chapter which comes under that subject with id ‗1' will be indexed as ‗11' and the second chapter will be indexed as ‗12' and it goes on. Similarly if the chapter id is ‗11' then the first topic which comes under that chapter will be indexed as ‗111', second topic will be ‗112' and so on. This is shown in the following algorithm.
Algorithm: Metadata Tree Construction
Input: Learning Objects Output: T1-Metadata Subject tree
Step 1: Initialize root node subject and add index by setting Subject Id=1 Step 4: Add available metadata information under each node.
<subject id="11"> <title>Java</title> <author> Herbert Schildt </author> <chapter id="111"> <chapter_title>Overview of Java</chapter_title> <topic id="1111"> <topic_name>OOPS Principle</topic_name> </topic> </chapter> </subject> For efficient searching of learning content requested by student, metadata is also represented through individual tree for each subject with the root node as subject. Under subject root node chapter nodes are added. Chapter node contains topic nodes. Index for each node is created. These individual trees created for each subject. Here tree is created for Java is shown in Fig.3 
B. Metadata Tree Merging
Subject trees which have the common domain can be merged together under that domain. For example Java, C, C++ Programming languages can be merged under the domain Programming Languages. Now the index of the subjects has to be appended. If the domain id of Programming Languages is '1' then Java subject id will be appended as ‗11' and C-Programming will be ‗12', C++ Programming will be ‗13'. This is shown in the following algorithm.
Algorithm: Metadata Tree Merging
Input: T1-Subject, T2-Subject-two trees to be merged Output: T12 Domain tree
Step 1: Initialize root node as -Domain‖ with index say ‗1'
Step 2: Add T1 tree and T2 tree as children of root node -Domain‖ by appending the subject id of T1 root node as ‗11' and T2 root node as ‗12'.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
A. Content Manager
Content Manager is the one which processes user request and delivers the needed results. This does the most important task of processing. This content manager will maintain the students, teachers' details in a database. New users (students) have to register their details before accessing the content whereas the old users who have already registered can simply authenticate themselves and access learning contents. Content manager allows only the authenticated teachers to view the metadata file and modify it. When student request for learning object, content manager will look for metadata in the local repository and locates the learning object from the cloud using the location information specified in the metadata and finally delivers to the student.
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B. Learning Content Creation
Using an authoring tool learning contents are created by the teachers. Content created using the authoring tool will be in a XML format and it can be opened in a browser. These are the contents which has to be delivered to the users (students) based on their needs.eXe [eLearning XHTML editor] authoring tool is used here for creating e-Learning contents.eXe contains iDevices [instructional Devices] which describe learning content and activities. 
C. Metadata Creation
Metadata is used to structure, annotate data so that it can be reused, accessed, transformed etc., for example: the author, format, style, location, file size. Teachers will provide the metadata for the learning content they created. These metadata files are stored within LCMS repository.
D. Modification of Metadata
Metadata created above contains only the narration of the learning content. Hence to make searching in a efficient way, modification of metadata is needed. Metadata for that content describing metadata is created which acts as an index for that and also holds location of metadata and learning content. This metadata will be in the form of tree structure with domain as root node, subject as the immediate child of domain, chapter node under subject and topic node under chapter.
E. Integrating with Cloud
Learning objects which are created using authoring tool is stored in the cloud. Metadata contains the location of learning content. The address which metadata holds is only the logical address of the content. So logical to physical address mapping has to be done. Fig.7 and Fig. 8 illustrates the process of uploading and retrieving the contents to/from the cloud respectively. SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is used for exchanging over the Internet [19] [21] . This protocol provides information regarding the authentication, Encoding of information and the Key to the recipient. By using the key provided by the SOAP, the recipient will able to decode the information which was sent. It commonly uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for exchanging information. At certain times, it uses Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Walrus is used for storing the data. This type of service is provided by the Eucalyptus. Each container in walrus can store a maximum of 5 Terabytes of data and the accessing may be public or private. The data in the walrus are identified by using the Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). There are several containers in Walrus and each container is unique for different accounts. Some of the services provided by walrus are, creating any number of containers, uploading downloading data from container. These services are provided via a SOAP web service. It can also control the permission for accessing the data. 
F. E-Learning on the Cloud
Cloud computing technologies are used to build the next generation of platform-independent tools and scalable data storage e-Learning systems to provide smart formal and informal learning. This will reduce the overall cost of computing. Thus virtual learning environment [5] provides a large range of services available in the cloud. The proposed environment of cloud is used for creating a platform for exploring ideas and has a service oriented architecture that simplifies the management and increases the effective utilization of the underlying web resources. The system provides different approaches to learning and teaching under the same environment. This is better than the traditional learning management systems as it provides the learners a well known environment where they can easily achieve their learning goals, and flexible architecture enabling set of services that support different learning activities such as production, distribution, reflection, and discussion.
IV. SEARCHING
When student wants to search the learning contents he may enter the keywords. First that keyword will be matched with the domain name, if the match is found the subject details under that matched domain will be shown to the student. Further Subject match is done by matching the given keyword with the subject title and the chapter under that matched subject will be shown. Similarly Chapter and Topic match will be shown [25] . This is shown in the following algorithm.
Algorithm: Searching (key)
Step 1: if (domain. match==key) Print Subject details under that matched domain
Step 2: if (subject. match==key) Print Chapter details under that matched subject
Step 3: if (chapter. match==key) Print Topic details under that matched chapter
Step 4: if (topic. match==key) Print the Topic details and attributes. Table Server (MLTS) are placed between the metadata servers (MDS) and clients, which make it suitable for enhanced MD processing. It can adjust the loads of MDSs when choosing a more appropriate MDS from the selected MDSs. The MLTS efficiently update the MDSs. With MMDS and MLTS, the loads can be efficiently fair without increasing the traffic in the network.
A. Taxonomic Indexing
It explains an indexing structure named Taxonomic Indexing Trees (TItrees) [8] to efficiently manage documents. It is based on organizing the documents according to the metadata and representing the document by its structural information. All local TI-trees are merged into a global TI-tree. The two phases involved in this approach are Construction phase and a Search phase. In construction phase, TI-tree is generated for each local LOR. Then all TI-trees are merged into global TI-trees. When user submits their queries, the grid portal evaluates similarities with global tree and ranks the documents with transmission time. Thus users can choose suitable documents according to similarity and transmission time.
In search phase the given keyword is searched from the contents. In search phase, the grid portal component receives query from users, process it and return results. When users specify documents from results, the portal access the site and retrieve the documents. When a user submits the query containing terms which do not match the vocabulary, portal suggests some synonym terms in vocabulary. A grid is a star graph G = <NG, EG>. The graph consists of a finite set of node NG, and a finite set of edges EG. Each edge in EG connects the master node and a slave node. A Content Package (CP) is modeled as a rooted tree, where the leaf nodes contain the content and the internal nodes represent the structural information. CP is associated with a set of Metadata. A Learning Object Repository is a set of Content Packages located in the same site.
The Query processing algorithm is used to search the global TI-tree for the top k relevant CPs with respect to a query given by a user. TI-tree construction algorithm, TImerge algorithm, TI-insertion algorithm is discussed [27] . Analysis of storage requirements and time complexity can help us understand the performance of TI-trees. The storage requirement of a TI-tree structure is the product of the number of class nodes and the sum of storage required for a class node.
B. Experimental Result
The proposed searching algorithm with the available metadata for 3 subjects is tested and the results is shown, that for searching the domain it takes 87 milliseconds, for subject 80 ms, for chapter 73 ms and for topic 65 ms. This is shown in Fig.11 The metadata management for E-learning objects in cloud the learning contents are created for a subject using eXe authoring tool and the corresponding metadata is also created. Two tables are created. One of the tables contains the student details and his username, password. Similarly the other table contains the teacher's details along with their username and passwords. Metadata which contains the details of content describing metadata is created. This metadata is stored inside the repository within Learning Content Management System. Efficiently searching of learning content is done using the available metadata. On entering the keyword by the student, this keyword is matched with the contents in metadata and the complete details of the search content will be displayed. The learning objects which are created have to be stored inside the cloud storage resources. Metadata containing logical address of the learning content has to be mapped with the physical address to retrieve the appropriate content. Clustering approach for even more efficient searching can be done in future. Hierarchal approach can be adopted. Closely related entities will be in the nearby cluster. Locating contents can be done easily through this approach.
